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Message
Commissioner Secretary to Government
Higher Education Department
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It gives me immense pleasure and satisfaction to learn
that Government Degree College, Anantnag is
publishing its annual college magazine “VERINAG
2020”
The publication of college magazine is a vibrant way
of dissemination of views of academic and social
interests of both faculty and students. The publication
will motivate the students in acquiring knowledge and
help in creating a knowledge and research friendly
environment in the college.
I appreciate the efforts of Govt. Degree College,
Anantnag faculty in publishing this magazine during
the Pandemic. This is an effort to highlight their
curricular/extracurricular activities during this
challenging time and I wish them success.
I wish this endeavor to meet its objectives.

Talat Parvez Rohella
Commissioner Secretary
Higher Education

MESSAGE
It gives me immense pleasure to present before you the first
online Issue of the College Magazine, VERINAG. I would like to
compliment the College Magazine Committee for working day in
and day out with great enthusiasm and energy to mould the
creative work of the students in the text form.
I hope the magazine will be a treasure of remembrance for the
students who have contributed to it and they can cash such
remembrances in future. It will boost the young talent by
removing their inhibitions in creative writing.
My praise and applause goes to the magazine committee for
bringing out the issue.

Principal.

CONVENER’S MASSAGE
Writing does not simply need paper but it does need courage, fortitude, mettle and above all
positive peace of mind and soul for work that is beneficial for the humanity.”
We are pleased in bringing out this edition of College Magazine “Verinag”. College Magazine
is a podium for our students and teaching faculty to express themselves. It also serves as a
commentary about varied activities of the college – curricular as well as co-curricular. We are
proud of our students who evinced a positive response to contribute their write ups and
compromised with us despite the Covid-19 pandemic.
We don’t expect philosophical or scientific papers from our students at this tender age but
we feel that our student contributes in spite of some loopholes have creative potentialities and
natural skill which can highly prove beneficial for the enrichment and inspiration of our society,
and the need of the hour is to channelize same to the right direction and grow it into a
conducive environment.
I feel my obligation to express my profound thanks to our worthy and dynamic Principal
Prof. Dr. Manzoor Ahmad Lone for his encouragement, inspiration and valuable suggestions for
the publication of this Magazine. Prof (Dr) Manzoor Ahmad Lone who took over as principal of
the Magazine. We are really proud of his leadership and guidance.
College publication is not a one man show. It involves a team spirit as such besides write up
contributers I put on record our thanks to Dr. Shabeer Ahmad Tang and Dr. Syed Aamir (English
Section), Prof. Masroofa & Prof. Yasmeena (Urdu Section) Prof. Imtiyaz (Kashmiri Section) Prof.
Gazenfer (Persian Section), Mr. Muntazir &Mohammad Imran Sheikh (Student editors) for their
commendable services in materializing our joint efforts of Publication of this edition. We are
equally greatful to Prof. Mubashir Koul (Co-convener) for her valuable suggestions. We are
highly thankful to BCA Department for technical support in compiling the Magazine and to
make it first online publication of the College Magazine.
Last but not least, we hope that general reading public will come forward with their fruitful
suggestions for improvement of the magazine in its ensuing editions as a gesture of Kenfriendship.
Thanks!

Dr. Ab. Hamid Lone
Convenor

Editorial

We are happy to bring out the annual issue of College Magazine (Verinag) 2020-21. It is a matter
of great enthusiasm shown by our student contributors in sending their Wright ups despite all
odds during the pandemic. The views presented by budding writers in this issue are their own,
and Editorial board did not wish to mar their spirit of writing capability by deleting their articles.
The purpose of this college Magazine is to unlock the hidden potential within the students and
help them for self motivation.

In order to provide ease of accessibility to our readers, we feel honored to announce that this is
the first online issue of (Verinag) Magazine. We would like to thank Principal, Convener,
Students, teaching and non-teaching staff for their kind and continued support in the progress of
this institution. May Almighty Allah shower his choicest blessings upon us all.

We wish happy reading to all.

Dr. Shabeer Ahmad Taing
(Editor)

Dr. Syed Aamir Syeed
(Co-editor)

Editorial Board

From left to right : Dr. Shabeer Ahmad Taing, Dr. Peerzada Mushtaq,
Prof. Syed Javaid, Dr. Abdul Hamid Lone, Prof. (Dr.) Manzoor Ahmad
Lone (Principal), Prof. Masroofa Qadir, Prof. Yasmeen Yousuf, Dr. Syed
Aamir Syeed, Prof. Gazanfar Ali Mir, Prof. Imtiyaz Ahmad Lone.

Commissioner Secretary Higher Education Mr. Talat Parvez
Rohella alongwith Dr. Yaseen Ahmad Shah (Director
Colleges) during their visit the college.
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Book release function of Dr. Mohammad Suliman Dar’s (Campus Flora
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Dr. Nazar-Ul-Islam
Assistant Prof. Islamic Studies

Quarantining Emotions during COVID times
We understand that we are all passing through terrible times. There have
been twenty worst epidemics and pandemics in the history. Some of them like
Black Deaths wiped half of the population in Europe and some killed millions,
like Spanish flu (1918-1920). Don‟t forget that AIDS virus has claimed million
deaths and is continuously killing. COVID-19, may Allah forgive us, if not
handled seriously may kill millions.
As I have been sitting at home. I turned a little philosophical not in an
academic sense but I started search for meaning of life. The question that hit my
mind was why is nature so cruel and life so painful? I felt victimized and
nostalgic for witnessing 2008, 2010, 2016, 2019 and now 2020. I had prepared
my mind for political disasters and I had overcome myself during the past
lockdowns by creating larger meanings than focusing on immediate ones. In the
past, I screamed over my helplessness but I had a conviction that after few
months phones will ring, Google will search, and similes will kick off. I learned
about conviction, patience and hope. The hope of sending a metaphoric kiss to
my would-be wife kept me alive. I hoped and wisely quarantined my emotions. I
became dispassionate, wisely needed in every lockdown or you will not survive.
The selfish gene knows how to survive; you only have to depersonalize yourself.
I cried and looked at the wall; I began to create graffiti art on it with some
engraved symbols of hope, conviction, freedom and faith to return to life. I let
the horses run. I lived to see myself resurrected.
Today I find it very difficult to vent my feelings because lock down is
natural. Honestly, we all know it is God locking us. I, however, thank my past
nuisance for helping me to love those walls. In an Oscar winning movie
„Sahawshank Redemption‟ the writer puts it calmly, at first you hate these walls,
then you like them, then you love them and then you become institutionalized. I
thank the previous odds for making me an institutional man. But as the movie
has the theme of hope in it, I would love to set the hope right here. Hope is
something which keeps a man -sentenced for life- in the movie alive. He breaks
the prison with his wit and it takes him 20 years to do that. He kicks and is a free
man. Hope is like a bird with wings which cannot be caged. It will fly. I kept on
searching more for meaning and I encountered “Mans Search for meaning” a

1946 book by Viktor Frankl. The book describes how bad times test a man‟s
psychology and how brave a man can be against the shocks. I kept reading it
and passed through the pages permeating into concentration camp. It shocks you
that how a man learns the value of survival by depersonalizing himself. He
hardly cares for moral deformity, bitterness and disillusionment. He thinks of
survival and liberation while the rest of his friends loose the battle and die.
Well it taught me a lesson that meaning of life can be found in every
moment of living. Even during the time of suffering and death life never ceases
the opportunity of carrying the meaning. As Frankl wants us to believe that for
everyone who has last the hope of survival there is someone waiting for us; a
friend, a family member or God who do not want us to lose hope. In Kashmir we
witness every year how apple redeems its redness after getting beaten by snow,
we know how snow melts in summer to grin the streams and we know how
sunlight passes through pine. We also see how things are frozen in the end, too.
We understand every year that we see flowers only to be withered. Kashmir is a
life to a witty eye. It never keeps you in disillusionment.
The friendship with the walls may seem intimate and even if it turns out to
be a concentration camp we will survive. We are not going to give up. The only
thing we need to do is to become institutionalized and go self- solitary
quarantine. Don‟t be afraid because Prophet Muhammad (saw) has said that the
body which fears the most catches disease rapidly. As humans and Muslims we
believe Gods mercy is greater than His wrath and His mercy prevails over
everything. We have mercy, conviction and hope, a tremendous combination for
a prisoner to survive.

WANI NAVEED
CLASS: B.A. HONORS (1ST SEM)
ROLL NO. 4533
ADDRESS : HANGER YARIPORA
DISTRICT : KULGAM

A Teacher Close to
My Heart
Just by being a teacher
In all these wonderful days,
You have filled and touched my heart
In so many different ways.
I remember the time I came to you,
My eyes all filled with tears,
Sadness all around,
My mind beset with fears.
Every time I had problems,
You helped me through it all,
Coming to save me every time,
When I was about to fall.
You are such a special teacher;
No words can truly tell
How great you are valued
For the work, you do so well.
I do wonder
How will I stay apart
From you, who I deeply respect,
You, so close to my heart.
How could I forget you Mam
The things you helped me through?
I was blessed with inspiration,
And it has always been you.

JAHANGIR AHMAD GANIE
ROLL NO : 2603
SEMESTER : 3RD

Life Sketch of
Dr Sir Mohammad Iqbal
Sir Muhammad Iqbal was born on 9 November 1877. His father was Sheikh
Noor Mohammad, who worked on a small government job but later started his
own business, and his mother was Imam Bibi. Both Allama lqbal’s mother and
father were very pious and religious-minded people and devoted to a simple life.
After early Islamic education and then secondary at a small school in Sialkot, Iqbal
was admitted to the Scottish Murray College, Sialkot, where he topped the higher
secondary examinations and got a scholarship to study at the famous
Government College, Lahore, for BA. On going to live in the hostel there, lqbal
met Professor Arnold, an English teacher who taught many things to lqbal and
guided him in his studies of philosophy and literature. He was very young at that
time.
At that time, Iqbal also became well known as a new poet and writer. He used
to go to attend the ‘Mushaira’ at the haveli of Hakim Syed Aminuddin, in Bhaati
Gate area of Old Lahore city—hekre, he met many famous poets and writers and
also began to write good poems which became very popular. He was guided by
Mirza Dagh, Mirza Gurgani, Hakim Amin-ud-din, Hakim Shuja-ud-din and Sir Abdul
Qadir. His first famous poem, Koh-i-Himala was also printed in Makhzan
magazine, owned by Hakim Shuja uddin and Sir Abdul Qadir.
After doing his BA and MA from Government College, Lahore, lqbal was
appointed as a professor at this same institution and after some time, in 1905, he
was selected for higher studies in England and Europe. He studied at Cambridge
University, pursued law from University of London, and then he went to Munich,
Germany, where he took PHD degree. Later Iqbal decided to teach and practice

law in India. Iqbal taught some senior classes at Government College and also
practiced Law at Lahore High Court. At the same time, he wrote many famous
poems such as Asrar-I-Khudi, Ramuz-i-Bekhudi, Payam-i-Mashriq, Zabur-I-Ajam,
Bang-i-Dara, Bal-i-Jibrail, Zarb-I-Kalim etc. In 1922, King George V of Britain, made
him a knight, giving him the title of Allama ‘Sir’ Muhammad lqbal.
Allama Iqbal was a poet and a philosopher, he was always concerned about
the thoughts, ideas and condition of Muslims everywhere, particularly Muslims
who were under British Rule. Allama’s words and ideas inspired many Muslims,
some of whom became leaders of the Muslim League.

KHURSHID AHMAD MIR
ASSISTANT PROF. POLITICAL SCIENCE

The Idea of Theorising/Theorisation
in International Relations
Theorizing is a process through which we refine knowledge, producing a
concentration of insights into international affairs. Theorists agreed on the point
that the primary function of a theory is guidance of research. It is salient to have a
brief overview about theory. A theory is a set of propositions and concepts. It is a
great tool to challenge prejudices, traditional world observations or conventional
wisdom. It can play a vital part when we would like to evaluate political practice.
Also, it seeks to explain phenomena by specifying the relationships among the
concepts and propositions.
In the broadest sense, theory offers the conceptual tools to accomplish three
fundamental tasks: first, to scrutinize the impact of rules and decisions on state
behaviour; second, to comprehend the altering dimensions and limits of power
structures, institutions and order, including the role of greater transparency and
accountability; and, third, to promote the ideals of equality, justice, and greater
social inclusion. In short, it is about describing reality and producing the historical
and practical knowledge needed to resolve issues and problems and promote the
aforementioned ideals (Griffiths, O’Callaghan and Roach, 2008). It also generates
groups of testable hypotheses and specific statements positing a particular
relationship between two or more variables. Since most theories seek to explain,
describe, generalize, predict and at times prescribe. Stephen Van Evera has
argued that theories as “general statements that describe and explain the causes
or effects of classes of phenomena. They are composed of causal laws or
hypotheses, explanations, and antecedent conditions” (1997: 7–8).

Kenneth Waltz argues that theories are human constructs and imperfect. So,
theories are open to revision, refutation and at times rejection (Waltz, 1979). To
Waltz, “theories explain laws”. In order to test a theory, Kenneth Waltz argues
that one must do the following:
First, “state the theory being tested”, second, “infer hypotheses from it”, third,
“subject the hypotheses to experimental or observational tests”, fourth, “in taking
steps two and three, use the definitions of terms found in the theory being
tested”, fifth, “eliminate or control perturbing variables not included in the theory
under test”, sixth, “devise a number of distinct and demanding tests”, and,
seventh, “if a test is not passed, ask whether the theory flunks completely, needs
repair and restatement, or requires a narrowing of the scope of its explanatory
claims” (Waltz, 1979: 13).
John Vasquez has argued that there are six criteria that are pertinent for
international relations inquiry. These are: first, the criteria of accuracy; second,
capable of evincing great explanatory power; third, criteria of falsifiability; fourth,
progressive as opposed to degenerating in terms of their research programme;
fifth, criteria of consistency; and, sixth, appropriately parsimonious and elegant
(Vasquez, 1995: 230).Since most theories seek to explain, describe, generalize,
predict and at times prescribe. Karl Popper would argue that goodtheories must
be falsifiable.

MIR ISHFAQ
SEMESTER : 6TH

Bread Winner
One afternoon, I went to a laborer working in our courtyard to pay him his
wages of 600 Rupees. I said, “Uncle, your work for the day is done”. He turned
and looked at me; beads of sweat were dripping from his face despite the freezing
cold weather. it was winter time , the temperature of Kashmir remains zero or
even sometimes temperature goes to minus degree, even at that time the man
was working to earn for his family members.
After wiping his face with cuffs of his shredded shirt he said, “I would like to
work for 3 more hours.” He refused to stop his work.
When I went back to the House and told my father, he was impressed and
handed me 300 rupees more. He said, “Give him 900 and let him go home and
drop him at his home as well”. I handed over the 900 rupees to him and asked
him to stop working, to which he barely agreed.
Finally he reached for his worn out plastic shoes and put them on. He thanked
me and humbly& silently headed for his home.
Despite being exhausted, he had a triumphant sparkle on his face which made
me curious. He looked down and thought for a moment and smiled under his
breath, which further increased my curiosity He was smiling and upon my
insistence, he said, “there is a wedding in my village tomorrow. The children’s
mother (Wife) had demanded a new dress. So, I was worried. But by the grace of
Allah (Allhumduillah) I now have the money that was needed. I will bring her the
dress when I go there, the thought of that made me smile.”
Now with the tearful eyes, I said good bye and Khuda Hafiz to him and asked
him to that my father has told me to drop you at your home. The gentle but poor
man thanked me for the offer. Then he bade me goodbye and straight away went
towards the market probably to fetch a new dress for his loving wife. I wonder, if
his family members would realize, they would treat him with much more love and
respect. At this time this realization dawned upon me that a father is the real
strength and support of the family.

HILAL UL ISLAM
R/O NANIL ANANTNAG
B.COM 5TH SEM (2018)

Hazrat Muhammad (SAW)
The Perfect Personality
The Allah Almighty Says in the Holy Quran:

ُ َلَقَد کان ل
سوۃ َحسنہ
ُ کم فِی َر
َ َسوہللا ا
If we go through the world history we find there are thousands of reformers,
scholars, orators, Philosophers, politicians, great social activists, warriors,
revolutionary personalities and kings who built great kingdoms. But when we do
research on their activities, teachings and impacts on history, we witness their
little bit contribution for the welfare of whole mankind. Some of them are
politically strong but less so militarily. Some are well in teachings but weak
practically. Some are perfect socially but a failure in religious life. The special and
real contribution for whole mankind by Prophet Mohammad  ﷺis that through
his teachings, A man gets changed totally from inside out. He

ﷺ

is the only

personality in the whole universe who is supremely successful in both religious
and Secular grounds. An American Scientist and renowned historian (Non Muslim
Author) Dr. Micheal Hart wrote a book once in 1978, namely “The Hundred”. In
this book he collected the information of life style and their achievements in the
world. Although the writer is a Christian, but in this book neither he put Jesus
Christ nor any scientist like Newton or Einstein at number one, but for the extra
ordinary and perfect life style, he put Prophet Muhammad

ﷺ

at serial number

one and writes about Prophet  ﷺthat he was the only personality in history who
emerged supremely successfully at both religious and secular levels.

The life style of our bellowed Prophet  ﷺstands as an example through which
everyone can live with dignity and successfully up to the end of his life.
Among all the so called heroes of the world, our Prophet Muhammad
stands unique and unparallel personality. Prophet

ﷺ

ﷺ

stood against all odds of

time and bloomed like a fragrant flower scented the surroundings with his
immortal perfume.
Now need of the hour is to follow the path of Prophet Muhammad  ﷺand is
obligatory to every Muslim to study the Holy Quran and Seerat un Nabi ﷺ. This
is the only and best way to become pious, true and faithful follower of Prophet
Muhammad ﷺ.

NAME : TALIB HUSSAIN GANIE
COURSE : B.A. (SEM. 6TH )
ROLL NO. 2197

DEPRESSION
“A challenge and how to overcome it”
For people struggling with depression, it is important to have compassion for
yourself and to take action to overcome this state, including seeking help from
others. Remember that no matter what your critical inner voice may be telling
you the situation is far from hopeless. I took this topic because this year whole
globe faced a challenge of Covid-19 known as corona virus 2019 and due to
lockdown many students came under depression. If we look at simple meaning of
depression, it means a mental health disorder characterized by persistently
depressed mood or loss of interests in activities, causing significant impairment in
daily life. Many possible causes were a combination of biological, psychological
and social sources of distress. Experts say that, these factors may cause changes
in brain function, including altered activity of certain neutral circuits in the brain
which sometimes leads to commit suicide as we mostly experienced it during
lockdown in the country.
How to tackle depression:
1) Know that today isn’t indicative of tomorrow.
2) Set attainable goals.
3) Never give up and if sometimes we fail, not to lose hope but remember ‘fail’
means first attempt in learning.
4) Spend some time with your parents, family, friends and share yours views,
problems with them, as they might help you in getting out of those problems.
5) Incorporating meditation may help ground your thoughts.
6) Stop negative self talk and think always positive.

AASIF GANI MIR
SUBJECT:- BSC
ROLL NO:-308
CLASS :- 4TH SEMESTER

On Teaching
Our Teachers Still Teach Us Composition on Cow
They Don’t Know Literally Why and How?
In Europe, they develop child’s brain.
We torture them for misspelling, hail them vain
Teaching isn’t everybody’s cup of tea.
So said by prophets and experts plea
It is an art like the shining sun, to make students aware with great fun.
Teaching endorse to technically fit, a child’s mind in pregnant wit
Shape his behavior make him know
How to irrigate minds, seeds of love sow.
Teaching at present, hazardous seem,
Children want freedom, playing their dream
We polish their faces with bleach of colour,
Make them lazy devoid of valour
Give teaching in their hands that know art.
Weed out amateurs, like a blood bidden clot.

MOHAMMAD ARIF SHAIKH
ASSISTANT PROF. GEOGRAPHY

Spatial tradition in special Geography
Geography as a field of enquiry comprehends the totality of reality in a multidimensional frame. As a mother of all sciences, the subject provides a common
platform for all sciences to operate by encompassing the spatiality of globe. The
spatiality has been always a restoring force for geographical studies. May be the
world spatial was applied later but institutionally space of earth has always been a
concomitant of geographical analysis.
Geography has a longer genealogy than any other science. Throughout history
geographers have developed successive images concerning the arrangement of
things on the surface of the earth. There was a continuous search for new and
more perfect images and explanations that confirm to contemporary scientific
analysis. Geography as a subject is development over human history and has
distinctive character of being a spatial and integrative science. The characteristics
of this distinctive science were developed by scholars through the course of its
historical development. The purpose of geography kept on changing with the
needs of the society as such its course coincided with the technological
development of the contemporary society.
The philosophical base to the subject of the geography was provided by
Immanuel Kant, German polymath born in 1724.In the classification of knowledge
in physical and logical classification, he laid the foundation for geography and
history as two sciences addressing the time and space description. History is a
description which reports phenomena that follow one another in terms of time,
and geography reports phenomena that exist together in horizontal space. Thus
history is narrative and geography descriptive.Thus geography is chorography and
history chronography .Together, the two fill up the entire circumference of

human perception. Immanuel Kant was of the view that space is a relative view
which consists of system of relations among substances. This concept of time
space continuum is widely used in geographical application in solving practical
problems in terms of spatio-temporal extension of phenomena’s and events and
their manifestations for human kind. The culminations of fixing contours of
nature of subject were done by Richard Hartshorne through his monumental
works. He in his first monograph defined Geography as a ‘study of aerial
differentiation of earth’. But in 1859 in another famous monograph he defined
geography to provide accurate, orderly, rational description and interpretation of
variable characteristics of earth’s surface’. Since then geography, has stamped
itself as a spatial science concerned with providing explanations to patterns which
incur on the surface of earth by interaction of natural and manmade forces.

Conclusion :
The subject of geography has the distinctiveness of being an integrative
science and geographers need to formulate sound pattern laws to understand the
diversity of globe in spatial extent.

SUHAIL FAYAZ
GUFFAN,YARIPORA
BSC 6 TH S EM ., ROLL NO. 506

If Education Changes Behavior Then Why
Educated People Look like Illiterates
You have heard this millions of times that “Education is the modification of
behavior” or ‘Education is the all-round development of personality”. In other
words education is the tool with the help of which man can shape his life.
Education is the light with the help of which man can see the right path, with the
help of which man set his steps on moon and with the help of education one can
know himself and ultimately the GOD.
If we look towards our religion Islam, the first message sent by Allah to our
beloved Prophet ( )ﷺin the cave of Hira was ‘IQRA’ which means read. In the
hadith Prophet( )ﷺsaid ‘it is obligatory to every Muslim man and woman to
seek knowledge.’ At another time Prophet(( ))ﷺsaid ‘seek knowledge even if
you have to go China. In short, our religion has changed our perception towards
education, and has made it necessary for us to be well educated in every field.
But, I want to bring your attention towards a serious matter. If education is the
modification of behavior, then why there is still corruption in our society? Why
educated people are robbers? Why educated people are deceivers and why we
don’t see any change in the behavior of an educated man and an illiterate one; it
is because we don’t know the real value of education. We have only one purpose
to educate ourselves and that is to earn money and make our lives comfortable.
That is the reason our society produces great doctors, engineers, leaders etc., but
no good humans.
At the end it is my request to everyone to get education for the development
of ourselves and our society. Especially it is the responsibility of the teachers to
give better education to their students so as to not only make them good
professionals but also good humans first, because teacher is the only person who
can change the map of a society.
At last I want to end with the quote of Herbert M. Shelton, “it is always a much
easier task to educate uneducated people than to re-educate the mis-educated.”

MIR ENAYAT
BBA 3RD SEM.

Impact of Covid-19
Pandemic on Mental Health and Education:

Mental health refers to the emotional well being of a person. It is often viewed
as an adult issue. Mental health issues can pose a huge problem for students in
terms of academic and social success in school. Education system around the
world treat this topic differently, both directly through official policies and
indirectly through cultural views on mental health disorders and treat it using
therapy, medication or other tools of alleviation.

Effects on Academics and School Life:Mental disorders can lead to many academic problems, such as poor
attendance, difficulties with academics, poor social integration trouble
adjustment to school problems with behaviour regulations, attention and
concentration issues. High school students who screen positive for psychological
dysfunction report three times as many absent and tardy days as students with
high level of psychosocial stress are much more likely to view themselves much
higher in dropout rates and lower in overall academic achievement as well as
specific academic and social problems associated with various disorders like
anxiety, alcoholism, depression, suicide, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD). The shutdown of all educational institutes due to rapid spread of virus in
the country has impacted the entire education sector in India. The education
sector is facing unprecedented challenges and needs to adapt and find solutions
to keep children motivated in their route of learning. It is hitting everyone hard
but schools which have always been placed for real life physical interaction, have
been among the hardest hit. It also has also consequences for mental health, for
instance the SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) outbreak in Hong Kong in
2003 has been described as a “mental health catastrophe” with long term

psychiatric mortifies such as PTSD (Post traumatic stress disorder) and depression
with drastic increase in stress, work load and uncertainty for health care workers
and the general public. Early and timely intervention may stave off a mental crisis.
Institutes should have plan of action for various crisis situations. Staff should
be aware of necessary procedure and should maintain written records of such
necessary procedures. Resilience training and training focused on health and
psychological well being of health care staff should be routine practice. These
steps are likely to help in the management of future crises, should they arise,
Covid-19 has both short term and long term mental health consequences for the
general population, health care workers and patients and also students especially.

YOUNUS RASHID
BAH ENGLISH

Tales of Brotherhood
In Times of Pandemic and lockdown, how Kashmiris
continue to fight the battle for underprivileged

When Farooq Ahmad (name changed) from a village in Kupwara district of
North Kashmir plunged neck- deep in poverty amid the ongoing COVID19
pandemic and could not afford even a one-time meal, he cried in front of a lesserknown media outlet along with his three children while putting up in a rented
accommodation in Srinagar. They wept for having nothing to eat, “this has been
the routine for us from some days now”, he was quoted by various media outlets.
When his shrieks and cries were broadcasted that evening on various portals,
thousands of people came forward to support him. A local member of a NonGovernmental Organization working in central Kashmir said, this was all baseless,
claiming they had also helped him. However, this man’s cries left many sleepless
and restless and they decided to help him in whichever way it was possible.
His cry pierced many hearts in the valley. Some people started questioning the
NGO and local Auqaf Committee about their role. However, in the video of
destitute, there was scribbled an account number of the family. It is estimated
that around 26 lakh were deposited into his account in just a few hours. When it
comes to helping each other, we the people of Kashmir always uphold the tagline
of brotherhood.
But, it throws a question that who should take care of hundreds of people like
Ahmad. Religious scholars say Bait-ul-Maal, or community fund cares for such
people in a Muslim society. Bait-ul-Maal is an Islamic concept which ensures that
wealth obtained by individuals is distributed from the haves to the have-nots. But
despite Kashmir having some bodies including the Muslim Wakf Board, which

were aimed to serve the poor, the concept of Bait-ul-MaaI has not been realized
properly in Jammu and Kashmir since its inception.
This Lockdown has given birth to many terrible tales of people in need with the
onset of a deadly virus. We came across many such instances while being out on
distribution work or receiving any such case of a family in need. Otherwise, there
are numerous such examples. Not only that, there are examples of such families
who are shy to come out and ask for help, their struggle for survival remains the
concern.
I have come across three instances in the field where all efforts are to reach
out to people whether they are shy to ask. Two such cases were in Srinagar and
one in extreme of the South — Qazigund.
A well to do family in Srinagar had owned business but during this lockdown
that remained shut and their survival to meet both ends was hard. Now they were
in need of a food packet and monetary help. A friend referred this case to me and
I shared it with a friend philanthropist with whom I was in touch and she assured
help. After due verification, other aspects were taken into consideration
regarding this case, a little unusual thing cropped up: the family head from this
well to do family said not to deliver packets at his residence nor should anybody
around him know that he got the help. He told us to send an SMS or call him once
we reach his area. “I will come out to take it”, citing shyness and social stigma as a
reason. Deeba had experience in dealing with all these cases and she proved to be
a great social worker during these testing times. She sent her brother to the
destination with whatever possible help she could, without letting anyone out
there know about it. She did exactly what this man wished for. We can’t thank her
enough for this work and for the other works she is doing!
Another case was in the countryside in Qazigund area. A poor family’s
daughter was getting engaged but had no resources. A team from RAAHAT, a local
trust working since 2018 for the underprivileged families got in touch with a

woman from the village whose husband is a volunteer with us. Once she went to
the neighbour’s home to enquire about their health and then she thought she is
around in the neighborhood as well. She went inside a house whose members
were in distress. She observed and tried to learn more about the mental trauma
the family had been going through for a few days. She came to know about the
engagement of their daughter which was a few days away. She tried to console
the family and asked not to worry. Once home, she narrated the whole story to
her husband who is our volunteer and finally the case reached to us. Next day we
went to the home of the volunteer and also met the family member and asked
them to tell us whatever they need for the engagement of their daughter. The
family’s condition was deteriorating with the mental trauma and shyness to ask
for something. Later on, the engagement took place as per the wish of the family
and they happily went with the function at their house. Their daughter is now set
to get married.
Allah is merciful and never wishes any of his believers to fall in trouble or in
difficult situations like we are dealing with the situation these days. He wants us
to help each other.
Another case was of a family who had a rented room in Sonwar area of
Srinagar. A woman and her children (two daughters and a son) were hungry, as
they were running out of stock. Their lone bread earner was stuck in Shopain. This
was the time when COVID19 lockdown had just started. To reach out this family
we published an SOS on Facebook and within some minutes we got in touch with
a person residing around the rented room of this family. However, when I spoke
to this family and told that the person who lived near to the family will deliver
adequate food stock to them, they refused to take it from him, citing that they
have been living in an accommodation owned by the same person. They thought
it will be awkward and a kind of stigma to take the help sent by us through him.
Again, I contacted this person and he agreed to act as per the wishes of the
family. One of our volunteers got an idea. He said he will keep this packet just

outside their verandah and they can pick it up from there. This idea worked
beautifully and the family received an ample amount of ration and some money
also even without knowing who shared it for them.
Life is all full of uncertainties. Sometimes awkward, sometimes unfortunate
and sometimes fortunate moments are all part of life to carry and as they say
Allah helps those who try to come out and help each other. We can’t thank His
mercy enough. The only important thing is that mutual understanding and
brotherhood should continue for the better future and dignified life. Also, these
few mentioned cases explain the situation we are living in and how our social
behavior is towards each other. Life teaches you many things, but you have to
learn things that lead you to move in a positive manner and help each other. That,
I believe, is the sole purpose of the life.
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